Let E be an elliptic curve over F q ðTÞ with conductor N Á N: Let Y : X 0 ðNÞ-E be the modular parametrization by the Drinfeld modular curve of level N: Assuming that E is a strong Weil curve we prove upper and lower bounds on deg Y: These bounds are the analogs of well-known (partially conjectural) bounds in the case of rational numbers. r
Introduction
Let E be an optimal semi-stable elliptic curve over Q with conductor N E ; and let X 0 ðN E Þ be the modular curve parametrizing E
where Y is non-trivial and of minimal possible degree. The degree conjecture claims that
It is well known that the degree conjecture is equivalent to the ABCconjecture; see [2, 13, 14, 19] .
One can prove a lower bound deg Y c e N 7=6Àe E ; using a result of Hoffstein and Lockhart [10] (cf. [14, 19] ). Now let F q be the finite field of q elements, A ¼ F q ½T the polynomial ring, and K ¼ F q ðTÞ the rational function field. Choose the place at N to be 1 T : Let E be a non-isotrivial (i.e., j E eF q ) semi-stable elliptic curve over K: If E has a split-multiplicative reduction at N (conductor N E ¼ N Á N) then, as a consequence of deep results of Deligne, Drinfeld, and Zarhin, one has a non-trivial morphism Y : X 0 ðNÞ-E;
where X 0 ðNÞ is the Drinfeld modular curve of level N (this is a moduli space of rank-2 Drinfeld modules with a certain level structure), for details see for example [8] .
In this paper we will be interested in finding bounds on deg Y analogous to the case of rational numbers. We again try to find a connection between such bounds and ABC. We show that such a connection indeed exists, and since some version of the ABC-conjecture is a theorem for A ¼ F q ½T; these bounds are not conjectural. Throughout the paper we assume that E is an optimal curve (or a strong Weil curve), i.e., it has minimal modular degree in its isogeny class. With this assumption we prove (see Theorem 6. 
where jNj N ¼ q deg N ; j E is the j-invariant of E; and deg ns ð j E Þ is the nonseparable degree of the finite morphism induced by j E : P 1 -P 1 ; or which is the same, the non-separable degree of the finite extension F q ðTÞ=F q ð j E Þ:
The non-separable degree deg ns ð j E Þ shows up because we use Szpiro's conjecture for function fields of positive characteristic [17] for the lower bound. It is not hard to show that deg ns ð j E Þ; in general, cannot be removed from Szpiro's bound. On the other hand, the question whether it can be removed from (1) is very closely related to how large the Parshin-Faltings height of strong Weil curves can be (see Section 6 for more details; I would like to think that it indeed can be removed from (1)).
The bounds on deg Y are obtained using the same strategy as over Q: As a consequence of the first four sections we prove that
where LðSym 2 T c E; sÞ is the L-function attached to the symmetric square of the c-adic Tate module of E; and ðÀval N j E Þ is the number of geometrically irreducible components of the Ne´ron model of E at N: Then in the rest of the paper we obtain bounds on the entries of the above expression for deg Y: Grothendieck's cohomological interpretation of L-functions over function fields, the Ramanujan conjecture, and the knowledge of the Riemann hypothesis for LðSym 2 T c E; sÞ; coupled with some analytic techniques [10, 13] (for the lower bound), give jNj Àe N { e jLðSym 2 T c E; 2Þj { e jNj e N : In fact we prove a stronger result: If f is a normalized automorphic cusp form of level N which is an eigenform for all the Hecke operators (or in other words is a newform) then we show jNj Àe N { e jLðSym 2 f ; 2Þj { e jNj e N : When f corresponds to our elliptic curve, in particular it has rational eigenvalues and LðSym 2 f ; sÞ ¼ LðSym 2 T c E; sÞ; then the upper bound can be proved without appealing to the convexity estimates (see Section 5.2) .
For the lower bound on ðÀval N j E Þ we take the trivial 1pðÀval N j E Þ; and for the upper bound we have ðÀval N j E Þp6 deg ns ð j E Þ deg N; using the Pesenti-Szpiro theorem [17] .
We also would like to remark that (2) can be used to compute very efficiently deg Y; as LðSym 2 T c E; 2Þ is the value at 2 of a certain polynomial in q Às which is easily computable, see Section 6 for some examples. The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we recall some standard facts about Bruhat-Tits tree T of PGL 2 ðK N Þ; and the Fourier expansion of C-valued functions on T: We use N-local formulae from Fourier analysis as in [5] instead of adelic ones as in Weil [24] ; the former allows explicit computations (e.g. of the residues of functions on T). We also carry out some basic computations which are used in the next two sections. In Section 3, we define Eisenstein series Eðe; sÞ for the full modular group G ¼ GL 2 ðAÞ: This is a modified version of the definition given by Gekeler [5] . Gekeler's definition is not suitable for our purposes. Similar Eisenstein series for SL 2 ðK N Þ have been used in [11] . We then compute the Fourier coefficients of Eðe; sÞ and prove that Eðe; sÞ has properties very similar to the classical situation: in particular, it is absolutely convergent for ReðsÞ > 1; has an analytic continuation to the whole complex plane with a simple pole at s ¼ 1; and the residue is a constant function. Moreover we prove its functional equation. We also define the Eisenstein series E N ðe; sÞ for the Hecke congruence subgroup G 0 ðNÞ and relate it to Eðe; sÞ: In Section 4, by computing a Rankin-Selberg integral of two automorphic forms convolved with E N and then taking the residues we arrive at an expression relating the Petersson inner product ð f ; f Þ of a newform f with the special value of LðSym 2 f ; sÞ at s ¼ 2; this is again very similar to the classical case as given, for example, in [21, 2.5] . Combined with a result of Gekeler [6] relating deg Y with ð f ; f Þ gives (2) when f corresponds to our elliptic curve.
We also derive a functional equation for LðSym 2 f ; sÞ which is used in Section 5. This is essentially done by computing the local constants. We have restricted ourselves to square-free N only to avoid technical difficulties in this step. To prove the functional equation in general one has to verify certain properties of the twists of newforms by characters in the case of function fields, cf. [12] . As far as I know this has not been done yet, and proving such results was not in the scope of this paper. In Section 5, we derive upper and lower bounds on LðSym 2 f ; 2Þ using Phragme´n-Lindelo¨f and Siegel-type theorems and the Riemann hypothesis for function fields. When f has rational eigenvalues we compute the degree of LðSym 2 f ; sÞ as a polynomial in q Às in terms of deg N: This also implies the upper bound but without using analytic methods. In Section 6, we combine the results of the previous sections to prove the theorem claimed at the beginning of the Introduction. We use to our great advantage the fact that some version of the famous Szpiro conjecture over the rational numbers is a theorem in the function field setting.
Preliminary computations
Let A ¼ F q ½T; K ¼ F q ðTÞ: Also take p ¼ T À1 to be the uniformizer at infinity, and
where suppðm f ÞCSpec A; write jmj for q deg m :
If T is the Bruhat-Tits tree of PGL 2 ðK N Þ then the sets of vertices X ðTÞ and of oriented edges Y ðTÞ are isomorphic to
We denote by oðeÞ; tðeÞ; % e the origin, terminus and the inverse of an edge e: We have a canonical map from Y ðTÞ to X ðTÞ which associates to each edge its origin. T is a ðq þ 1Þ-regular tree. Multiplication from the right by For any edge eAY ðTÞ represented in this form define
This function is obviously invariant under the change of orientation of e: It measures the distance of e to N; where the shift toward N is the map 
As discussed in Weil [24] (see also [5] ), any function on Y þ ðG N \TÞ (positively oriented edges of the quotient tree) may be written as a Fourier series. Let b be a non-negative divisor on K;
where divðaÞ is the principal divisor of aAA with finite part divðaÞ f : 
And since for a fixed k; Àdeg dpk for almost all dAA; it is enough, using Lemma 2.1, to prove that X 0adAA q À2 deg dÁs is absolutely convergent for ReðsÞ >
The last sum is indeed absolutely convergent for ReðsÞ > So it is enough to compute the Fourier coefficients of F 1 :
Proof. First, suppose kX1: Then
( Since we assumed kX1; when da0; Àdeg d is never Xk; hence Computing the partial sums,
Combining both sums and simplifying gives the answer in the case of kX1:
Now suppose ko1: Then Using Lemma 2.1, the above is equal to Proof.
First, let us compute F 1 ðeð2 þ k; yÞ; sÞ; yAðpÞ=ðp 2þk Þ: We have
yÞ; sÞ:
, and Àdeg d is never pk þ 2 (since kX0), by Lemma 2.1 we get
But this expression does not depend on y; which, along with P yAðpÞ=ðp 2þk Þ ZðÀayÞ ¼ 0 ðaa0Þ; implies that it does not contribute to cðF 1 ; bÞ: Now
When val N ðyÞ ¼ k þ 2 (i.e., y ¼ 0 in ðpÞ=ðp 2þk ÞÞ; the value ZðÀayÞ equals 1 since deg apk: Hence
2val N yÁs ZðÀayÞ:
If we substitute this into the expression for cðF 1 ; bÞ we get the result. 
Note that since we have a bijection 
The possibility of rewriting Eðe; sÞ in this form is justified by the next proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Eðe; sÞ converges absolutely for ReðsÞ > 1; and is G invariant.
Proof. G-invariance follows from (4) once we prove the absolute convergence.
It is well known that the graph G\T is a half-line, represented by the matrices p k 0 0 1 ; with kp0: So each edge e is in a G-orbit of some
with kp0; and we can assume that e is of that form. For such e; by Lemma 2.1
It is enough to prove the absolute convergence of both summands, assuming s is real and s > 1: For example, X c monic
The inner sum converges absolutely for s > 1 2 ; and the whole expression equals
The last expression is absolutely convergent for s > 
Proof. From the definition c 0 ðj; p k Þ ¼ q Àks : Also, as we found,
On the other hand, One can combine this with our previous computation of cðF 1 ; bÞ to write down an explicit (and messy) expression for cðE; bÞ: Since it is not essential for our purposes we do not do that. What is important though is that now it is clear that each cðE; bÞ can be meromorphically continued to the whole plane with a possible simple pole at s ¼ To find the functional equation for Eðe; sÞ we employ a clever trick used in [11] . First, recall that G\T is a half-line represented by the matrices 
and satisfies a functional equation as in (6).
The Eisenstein series for the Hecke congruence subgroups
Let G 0 ðNÞ be the Hecke congruence subgroup of G of level N; i.e.,
where N is some monic polynomial of A:
We have a bijection 
where in the end we again used the transformation rule for j tc;td ðe; sÞ: & From the proved properties of Eðe; sÞ it is clear that E N ðe; sÞ converges absolutely for ReðsÞ > 1; and can be meromorphically continued to C with a simple pole at s ¼ 1:
The Rankin-Selberg integral
Consider the following conditions on C-valued functions F on Y ðTÞ: 
Hence we can rewrite the last integral as a sum
where the last equality follows from the fact that, by the cusp form assumption, f
kÀ2 ÞZðÀbuÞ:
where the last equality follows from the fact that P uAðpÞ=ðp k Þ Zðða À bÞuÞ ¼ 0 unless a ¼ b; in which case it is equal to q kÀ1 :
Substituting this into the expression for R we get
cð f ; nÞ Á % cðg; nÞjnj
since every effective divisor can be written in the form divðaÞN k with deg apk; well defined up to a non-zero scalar. Here we use the last equation as a definition for Lð f # % g; sÞ: Now assume f and g are newforms (i.e., normalized eigenforms for the Hecke algebra which do not arise from cusp forms of lower level). We would like to derive a functional equation for Lð f # % g; sÞ and relate its special value to the Petersson inner product ð f ; gÞ: We will assume that the level N is square-free for technical reasons, as was explained in the Introduction. where c p ¼ 71:
Using (11), and the fact that Eðe; sÞ is invariant under the action of G; we also get
Putting all together,
f ðeÞ Á % gðeÞ dme;
and combining with (10)
Now assume that f ¼ g; and put a n :¼ cð f ; nÞjnj: In this situation all the c p equal 1, in particular
The assumption that f is a newform implies that a 1 ¼ 1; and because the cð f ; nÞ are eigenvalues of the Hecke operators, which are self-adjoint with respect to the Petersson inner product, they are real, so a n ¼ a n : Moreover Lð f ; sÞ has Euler product expansion Lð f ; sÞ ¼ X n pos: div:
where
and a N ¼ 0; b N ¼ 1: (These formulas hold, and are given for the reader's convenience, in full generality, although the case p 2 j N is excluded.)
Lð f #f ; sÞ also has an Euler product expansion of the following form:
Lð f #f ; sÞ ¼ X n pos: div:
Now from Drinfeld's work one knows the ''Ramanujan conjecture'' for Lð f ; sÞ; i.e., if
where the local factors L p ðSym 2 f ; sÞ; following Shimura [20] , are defined as
From (12) we have
By taking residues on both sides at s ¼ 1; and using (7), we arrive at
which is the connection between the Petersson inner product jj f jj 2 and the special value of LðSym 2 f ; sÞ we were looking for. (This is where it was important that the residue of Eðe; sÞ at s ¼ 1 did not depend on e:) See Section 6 for examples where LðSym 2 f ; sÞ is explicitly calculated.
Remark. Compare (18) with the formula over Q (see [13] ):
Here f is a newform of weight 2, and N is square-free.
Finally, using (6) and (17), we deduce a functional equation for LðSym 2 f ; sÞ; which we will need in the next section, viz., putting 
Remark. When f has rational eigenvalues this functional equation also follows from the Poincare´duality (see Section 5.2).
Bounds on jj f jj

2
In this section we still assume that f is a newform.
Upper bound
From Drinfeld's results it follows that LðSym 2 f ; sÞ is a quotient of an L-function arising from a certain non-isotrivial abelian variety (this is essentially the ''Shimura construction''). On the other hand, from Grothendieck's cohomological interpretation of L-functions, the latter is known to be a polynomial in q Às : Using this one can show that LðSym 2 f ; sÞ is holomorphic on the whole complex plane C: (Alternatively, one can use the properties of the Eisenstein series to prove the holomorphicity.)
As was mentioned earlier, one knows the Ramanujan conjecture for Lð f ; sÞ; hence, if we write
then from the Euler product expansion for LðSym 2 f ; sÞ it is easy to see that for any e > 0 there exists a constant C e depending only on e (and q), but not on f ; such that jb n jpC e Á jnj 1þe :
We would like to estimate jLðSym 2 f ; 2Þj from above. The conventions we use in the following proposition and for the rest of the paper are as follows.
If G and H are any functions depending on f and a complex parameter z; we write jGð f ; zÞj{jHð f ; zÞj if there exists a constant C such that jGð f ; zÞjpC j Hð f ; zÞj for all z involved and independently of f : If C depends on the choice of some e; we write jGð f ; zÞ j { e jHð f ; zÞj: Proposition 5.1. Fix an arbitrary e > 0: Then for any 1 À 2eo s o2 þ 2e and arbitrary real g we have
In particular ( after replacing e by 1 2 e), jLðSym 2 f ; 2Þ { e jNj e :
Proof. The estimate will follow from Rademacher's version of the Phragme´n-Lindelo¨f theorem. First, using (20)
with some constant D e independent of f : That is,
Next, using (19) we get
Applying Theorem 2 in [18] ,
The above proposition and (18) imply
5.2. Upper bound on jj f jj 2 when f has rational eigenvalues When the eigenvalues of f are rational, LðSym 2 f ; sÞ is a polynomial in q Às whose degree is not hard to compute. We carry out this calculation in the present section. The knowledge of the degree is useful in practice when one actually tries to compute LðSym 2 f ; sÞ (see Section 6), and also allows to get Corollary 5.2 avoiding analytic methods.
It is known (see [6] or [8] ) that in the case when the eigenvalues of f are rational there is a non-isotrivial elliptic curve E defined over K ¼ F q ðTÞ; with split multiplicative reduction at N; and conductor N E ¼ N Á N; such that
Here L p ð f ; sÞ are the local Euler factors in ð13Þ; and L p ðE; sÞ are defined as follows: Let cap ¼ charðF q Þ be a prime number, and let T c ðEÞ ¼lim E c n be the cadic Tate module 
where I p is the inertia subgroup at p; and q p is the order of the residue field at p; i.e., q p ¼ q deg p : Now define
Lemma 5.3. If N is square-free then for all places p of K there is an equality
where L p ðSym 2 f ; sÞ is defined in (16).
Proof. If p is a place where E has good reduction, then by (the easy half of) the Ne´ron-Ogg-Shafarevich criterion, ðV c ðEÞ 3 It is known (thanks to Deligne's results in ''Weil II'') that for non-isotrivial curves
We would like to compute the degree of LðSym 2 E; sÞ as a polynomial in q Às ; which is equal to
; Sym 2 ðV c ðEÞ 3 ÞÞÞ:
Proof. To compute d one has to compute the conductor of Sym 2 ðV c ðEÞ 3 Þ:
To do so we use the Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich formula ([16, Theorem V.2.12]). It gives
where One easily checks that this coincides with (19) . (Actually the Poincared uality does not imply that the sign of the functional equation is always þ1; but this can be deduced from the theory of local e-factors.)
Using this proposition we also can deduce Corollary 5.2. Indeed, 
Lower bound
Using (12) and (7) we have
Lð f #f ; sÞ:
This subsection consists of bounding R :¼ Re s s¼2 Lð f #f ; sÞ from below. The idea is the same as in the proof of Siegel's Theorem by Goldfeld [9] , see also [10] .
Proposition 5.5.
R c e 1 deg N :
Proof. First, we seek a bound on Lð f #f ; sÞ on the line 3 2 þ ig; gAR: From Proposition 5.1,
Hence by (15) , 
Since a 1 ¼ 1; we have for all xX2;
Shifting the line of integration to ReðsÞ ¼ 3 2 À bo0; we pick up the residues at s ¼ 0; 2 À b:
Using bound (23), we see that the right-hand side of (24) Combining the results of Frey, Silverman and others one can prove a lower bound (cf. [14, 19] :
One can also rewrite these bounds in a more geometric form log gðX 0 ðNÞÞ { e logðdeg YÞ { e ? log gðX 0 ðNÞÞ: ð25Þ
In this section we will prove the analogs of these bounds for F q ðTÞ: Let us first recall the analog of modular parametrization. Let C be the completed algebraic closure of K N : The function field analog of the upper-half plane is the Drinfeld upper-half plane
It has a natural structure of a rigid analytic space over K N : Drinfeld proved that there exists a smooth affine algebraic curve Y 0 ðNÞ defined over K such that G 0 ðNÞ\O is isomorphic, as an analytic space, to the analytification ''New'' here has the same meaning as over Q; with H ! being replaced by the space of cusp forms of weight 2, for details see [8] . Moreover, the relation between L-functions of corresponding f and E is LðE; sÞ ¼ Lð f ; sÞ:
Hence for any elliptic curve E over K with split multiplicative reduction at N and conductor N Á N there is a non-trivial morphism Y : X 0 ðNÞ-E:
Each isogeny class contains a unique curve for which deg Y is minimal. Such a curve is again called optimal (or strong Weil curve).
Gekeler and Reversat came up with an explicit description of Y : X 0 ðNÞ-E (see [6] or [8] We conclude with an example of an optimal curve in odd characteristic ðq ¼ 7Þ (again found by Gekeler):
One computes Proof. By the Tate algorithm, Àval N ð j E Þ is the number of irreducible components of the Ne´ron model of E at N: Hence
The last inequality is the celebrated Szpiro bound in the case of rational function fields (see [17] for the proof in the most general situation, without any assumptions on the reduction types of E or the characteristic of K). log gðX 0 ðNÞÞ deg ns ð j E Þ { e logðdeg YÞ { e log gðX 0 ðNÞÞ Proof. A formula for the genus gðX 0 ðNÞÞ was derived by Gekeler [3] . From this one easily shows that deg N{log gðX 0 ðNÞÞ{deg N;
and the result follows. & It is natural to ask whether the ''unpleasant'' deg ns ð j E Þ can be removed from the lower bound in Theorem 6.1. We conclude with few remarks on this.
First of all, deg ns ð j E Þ cannot be removed from Szpiro's bound which is valid for an arbitrary elliptic curve. Indeed, fix an elliptic curve E of conductor N E and consider the infinitely many elliptic curves E n isogenous to E by a power of the Frobenius morphism, i.e., E n ¼ Frob n ðEÞ: Then deg D E n ¼ q n deg D E ; but N E n ¼ N E : On the other hand, optimal curves are rather special in their isogeny class. Observe that deg D is very closely related to the ParshinFaltings height of E: Over the rational numbers extensive computations show that the optimal curves tend to have Tate-Shafarevich group of minimal size in their isogeny class; see papers by John Cremona. Also Glenn Stevens [22] conjectures that optimal curves for X 1 ðNÞ =Q have minimal Faltings height in their isogeny class (supported by explicit computations for Np200).
Motivated by this one could expect that for optimal curves deg ns ð j E Þ is minimal in its isogeny class, that is, equal to 1 (observe that each isogeny class does contain a curve for which the morphism induced by j E : P 1 -P 1 is separable; this can be seen most easily when the characteristic is larger than 3). Unfortunately, such an optimistic conjecture is false. For example, X 0 ðT 3 Þ =F 2 ðTÞ is the elliptic curve y 2 þ Txy ¼ x 3 þ T 2 x with j ¼ T 4 : Nevertheless, the few explicit examples of optimal curves which I know seem to suggest that this is true for semistable curves.
Here is a strategy which, if carried out, will prove this for curves with prime conductor, i.e., N E ¼ p Á N where p is prime. First, observe that if j E has a non-trivial non-separable degree then j E ¼ gðTÞ p ; where gðTÞAF q ðTÞ: This implies that p j ðÀval p j E Þ; and the latter quantity is the order of the geometric group of connected components F E of the Ne´ron model of E at p:
Let F p be the group of connected components of the Ne´ron model of J 0 ðpÞ at p: Let F p -F E be the map induced from the surjection J 0 ðpÞ-E: If this map were surjective then we would get a contradiction. Indeed, one can compute the order of F p using the results of Raynaud on specialization of Jacobians, see [4] ; we have #F p ¼ gðX 0 ðpÞÞ þ 1; and this is always coprime to the characteristic. Hence the surjectivity would imply the same for F E and so p could not divide its order.
The question whether F p -F E is surjective seems to be rather deep. Over Q a similar statement is known to be true, cf. [1, 15] . The proofs use the full force of Mazur's theory of the Eisenstein ideal. This theory in the function field setting still needs to be developed (Tamagawa [23] has some results in this direction but they do not seem to be enough to approach this question).
